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Аннотация: В этой статье обсуждены финансовый анализ инноваций и 

корреляции. Поднимаются проблемы неразвитости рынка финансирования 

инновационных проектов. Автор подчеркивает, что сегодня Европейский 

банковский сектор играет в финансирования инноваций едва заметную роль. 

Основными причинами неразвитости банковского финансирования инноваций 

являются короткий горизонт инвестирования и высокие риски вложения в 

инновационные проекты, а также необходимость создавать резервы на потери 

по ссудам. Банки предъявляют также при выдаче кредитов жесткие 

требования к заемщикам, накладывают определенные условия и обязательства. 

С целью увеличения объемов и сроков предоставления займов государство 

должно создавать условия для снижения рисков банков при кредитовании 

инвестиционных проектов путем предоставления гарантий по кредитам на 

инновации. 
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projects rise. The author emphasizes that today the European-banking sector plays 

hardly noticeable role in financings of innovations. The short horizon of investment and 

high risks of an investment in innovative projects and need to create reserves on losses 

on loans are the main reasons for backwardness of bank financing of innovations. 

Banks impose also at issuance of credits strict requirements to borrowers, impose 

certain conditions and obligations. On purpose, increases in volumes and terms of 

granting loans the state has to create conditions for decrease in risks of commercial 

banks when crediting investment projects by provision of guarantees on the credits for 

innovations. 

Keywords: financial analysis, innovative project, investment, risks, correlation, 

correlation. 

We can say that the interpretation of financial innovations of modern banks as the 

results of the innovative activity of the banks, implemented in the form of the 

emergence of new or modernized products, services and technologies, conditioned by 

the model of financial behavior of the bank and aimed at increasing its efficiency and 

sustainable long-term activity. 

We must separate the concept of "banking innovation" and "innovative banking 

activity", with a bank of innovative activity is the degree of diffusion of innovation 

banking products, services and technologies in the daily activities of economic entities 

of Europe. 

For the base, we take 10 largest banks in Europe by market capitalization. Take 

into account their implementation of financial innovation and how it’s effect on bank 

development. 
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Rank Company Country Market cap, 

EUR billion 

Market cap, 

US$ billion 

1 HSBC Holdings  UK 151.03 165.09 

2 Banco Santander  Spain 88.03 96.23 

3 BNP Paribas  France 83.39 91.16 

4 ING Group  Netherlands 58.48 43.09 

5 UBS  Switzerland 58.03 63.43 

6 Lloyds Banking Group  UK 55.98 61.19 

7 Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (BBVA)  Spain 50.22 54.90 

8 Intesa Sanpaolo  Italy 45.80 33.75 

9 Nordea Bank  Sweden 44.57 48.72 

10 Barclays  UK 44.13 48.24 

Table 1. The largest banks in Europe by market capitalization. 

Source:BanksDaily.com                 

We want to study the financial innovation and its impact on banking sector 

performance respect to European banks. Sample of study consist of banks registered in 

Europe from 2002 to 2015. Data contain bank level variables as well as country level 

variables. For bank level information OECD, Bank Scope and World Bank Global 

Financial Development database are used. For country level, information Eurostat, 

World Bank and Global Economy database are used. For statistics analysis ordinary 

least square technique (OLS) is used. Data are collected on yearly bases from 2002 to 

2015. 

To analyze the impact of financial innovation on banking performance and bank 

risks we try to develop following econometric models. 

Bank Performance = β0 +β1Financial Innovation +β2Bank Cost to Income 

+β3Bank Deposit to GDP +β4 Bank Concentration + Σ                                          (1) 

In the model banking performance, measure as return on assets and used as 

dependent variable. Financial innovation used as key independent variable and measure 

as sum of online branches, number of ATM machines and number of credit cards issue 

during the year. For control variables, we use bank cost to income (%), bank deposit to 

GDP (%) and bank concentration (%) (Table 2). 

 

http://banksdaily.com/info/hsbc
http://banksdaily.com/info/banco-santander
http://banksdaily.com/info/bnp-paribas
http://banksdaily.com/info/ing-group
http://banksdaily.com/info/ubs
http://banksdaily.com/info/lloyds-tsb
http://banksdaily.com/info/bbva
http://banksdaily.com/info/intesasanpaolo
http://banksdaily.com/info/nordea-bank
http://banksdaily.com/info/barclays
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№ Variable 

Name 

Variable 

Type 

Measurement 

1 Return on 

Assets 

Dependent 

Variable 

Aggregated on country level ROA (Profit 

after tax/total assets*100) 

2 Financial 

Innovation 

Independent 

Variable 

Aggregated on country level Log of 

financial innovation (No. of online branches 

+ №. of ATM Machines + №. of credit 

card) 

3 Bank Cost to 

Income 

Control 

Variable 

Aggregated on country level (bank cost/net 

income*100) 

4 Bank Deposit 

to GDP 

Control 

Variable 

Aggregated on Country level (Demand, 

time and saving deposits of banks as a share 

of GDP*100) 

5 Bank 

Concentration 

Control 

Variable 

Aggregated on country level (sum of 

market share of three largest banks/all 

banks*100) 

Table 2. 

Bank Risk = β0 +β1Financial Innovation +β2Bank Credit to Deposit +β3Bank 

Interest Margin +β4Bank Concentration + Σ                                                          (2) 

In the model bank Z score measure as (ROA+(equity/assets))/SD(ROA) and used 

as dependent. Financial innovation used as key independent variable and measure as 

sum of online branches, number of ATM machines and number of credit cards issue 

during the year. For control variables, we use bank credit to deposit (%), bank interest 

margin (%) and bank concentration (%).  

Then, impact of financial innovation on bank performance is evaluated. Table 3 

presented correlation coefficients of variable used in model 1. Coefficient values in 

correlation matrix table inform the existing relationship between variables. High 

correlation among independent variables or control variables causes the problem of 

multi-co linearity, which leads to untrustworthy and biased outcomes. So before move 

to regression analysis it is necessary to understand that is there any issue of multi-co 

linearity exist between variables or not. 
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 ROA Financial 

Innovation 

Financial 

Innovation 

Deposit to 

GDP 

Concentration 

ROA 1.0000     

Financial Innovation 0.5642 1.0000    

Cost to Income -0.6176 -0.1411 1.0000   

Deposit to GDP 0.4588 0.2480 -0.4952 1.0000  

Concentration -0.1034 0.0548 0.0068 -0.2387 1.0000 

Table 3. Correlation matrix 

As mentioned in table 3 there is no problem of multi-co linearity exit in out model 

variables. Independent and control variable present high correlation with dependent 

variable which indicates that these variables are good explanatory variables for 

dependent variable. Financial innovation show positive relation with bank return on 

assets which is according to our first hypothesis. But for farther examine we have to 

check this relationship which regression analysis. Cost to income (%) and bank 

concentration (%) show negative relationship with ROA. Deposit to GDP (%) presented 

positive annex with banks ROA.  

Regression analysis is the widely used statistical technique for more detail analysis 

of dependent, independent and control variables. For this purpose of farther analysis we 

use ordinary least square (OLS) statistical technique. According to many 

econometricians ordinary least square techniques is the best regression tool because of 

BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator) characteristics. 

Deposits are the main inputs for banking sector; increase in input will boost output. 

Our results indicate that 1% increase in deposit, as percentage of GDP will farther 

increase ROA by 0.0077%. Concentration in any economic sector reduces the overall 

efficiency and aggregate performance. Regression results indicate that increase in 1% 

of bank concentration will reduce ROA by 0.0092%. Our first model pass the F-stat 

and statistically significant at 5% level. R-square shows that our model variables 
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explain 46% of dependent variable. Therefore, we can say that there is positive 

relationship between financial innovation and bank performance. 

Our results also present the positive relationship between dependent and 

independent variable. Control variables (credit to deposit, interest margin, and bank 

concentration) also indicate positive relationship with bank risk. (Table 4) 

 Z-Score Financial 

Innovation 

Credit to 

Deposit 

Interest 

Margin 

Concentration 

Z-Score 1.0000     

Financial Innovation  0.6367 1.0000    

Credit to Deposit  0.0589  -0.4201 1.0000   

Interest Margin  0.1892  0.5820 -0.2440 1.0000  

Concentration . 06844 0.0548 0.1624 -0.3940 1.0000 

Table 4. Correlation matrix 

According to the results mentioned in the table 4 after controlling different 

variables (credit to deposit, interest margin, bank concentration) we find positive 

relationship between financial innovation and Z-Score (proxy of financial risk). Result 

show that financial innovation leads to increase in Z-score value and high Z-score 

indicate less risk of bankruptcy as mention before. These results are significant at 1% 

statistical level. As per results 1% increase in financial innovation will increase bank 

Z-score by 2.91 points (or reduce bank risk by 2.91).  

In normal situation, high credit leads to danger of bankruptcy to cover this 

situation bank grant more credit so that its negative effect can be reverse. Farther more 

high credit leads to high interest earning which also leads to reduction in risk (increase 

in Z-Score). Our results exhibit positive effect of credit to deposit ratio on Z-score at 

10% significance level. 1% increase in credit to deposit ratio will increase in Z-score 

by 0.05%. Regression results indicate the positive relationship between interest margin 

and Z-Score. High industrial concentration reduces the chance of insolvency due to the 

monopoly control over market. OLS results explain the positive effect of bank 
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concentration on Z-Score at 1% significance level. Overall model pass the F-test at 1% 

significant level and R-square is 84%. Result of model is contrast with our second 

problem financial innovation leads to bank risk. We find that financial innovation 

reduce the chance of bank risk (measure as Z-Score). 

Therefore, as we see, European banks implement financial innovation for 

development itself. Focus on expected effects, it’s possible to say, that this helps banks 

to rise their position on the market.  
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